INFORMATION PAPER FOR THE
DULLES CORRIDOR AND FINANCE COMMITTEES
REPORT ON PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT
TO THE REGULATION THAT ESTABLISHES
TOLL RATES FOR THE USE OF THE DULLES TOLL ROAD
SEPTEMBER 2022
PURPOSE
To brief the Dulles Corridor and Finance Committees (Committees) on input received from the
public on the proposed amendment to Section 10.1 of the Metropolitan Washington Airports
Regulations (Regulations) that establishes the toll rates for use of the Dulles Toll Road (DTR),
effective January 1, 2023, and on the following topics:
Environmental Sustainability Initiatives. Converting to all electronic toll collection on the DTR
will reduce harmful emissions from vehicles idling at toll plazas. Are there other potential
environmental initiatives related to the operation or maintenance of the DTR that should be
explored?
DTR Customer Incentives. Would offering toll credits or other financial incentives be an
effective way to encourage Dulles Toll Road customers to carpool or to travel during off-peak
hours?
BACKGROUND
The Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority (Airports Authority) has the exclusive right to
establish, charge, and collect tolls and other fees for the use of the DTR. The toll rates must be
increased periodically to generate sufficient toll revenue to operate and maintain the DTR, to pay
debt service obligations and to comply with bond rate covenants.
A projected toll rate schedule for the DTR was initially made public in 2009 when the first DTR
Revenue Bonds were issued. This schedule has not changed since 2014. The current disclosure
and investor expectations regarding future toll rates, shown in Table A, includes an assumed toll
rate increase in calendar year 2023. This schedule was published in the official statement for the
Dulles Toll Road Second Senior Lien Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2022.
Table A: Current Disclosure and Investor Expectations Regarding Future DTR Toll Rates
Cost of Full Trip *

Mainline

Ramp

(Mainline Plaza toll plus one
ramp transaction)

2022

$3.25

$1.50

$4.75

2023 – 2027

$4.00

$2.00

$6.00

2028 – 2032

$4.75

$2.50

$7.25

2033 – 2037

$5.50

$3.25

$8.75

2038 – 2042**

$6.25

$3.75

$10.00

Cost of Full Trip *

Mainline

Ramp

(Mainline Plaza toll plus one
ramp transaction)

2043 – 2047**

$7.00

$4.25

$11.25

2043 – 2047**

$7.75

$4.25

$11.25

* Order of magnitude estimates based on numerous assumptions, including no future debt issuance or debt restructurings.
** The assumed toll rate increases in 2038, 2043 and 2048 may not be necessary based on current debt service requirements.

The proposed amendment to Section 10.1 of the Regulations would replace the current rates,
shown below with a strike through line, with the new rates listed to the right of the current rate,
as follows:
§ 10.1. (Effective January 1, 2023) Tolls for Use of the Dulles Toll Road
(1) The tolls applicable to the Dulles Toll Road (also known as the Omer L.
Hirst–Adelard L. Brault Expressway) shall be as follows:
Main Line Plaza*

Ramps*

Vehicle Class
2-Axle

$3.25

$4.00

$1.50

$2.00

3-Axle

$6.50

$8.00

$3.00

$4.00

4-Axle

$7.75

$9.25

$3.50

$4.50

5-Axle

$9.00

$10.50

$4.00

$5.00

6 or more axles

$10.25

$11.75

$4.50

$5.50

(2) Except for persons permitted free use of toll facilities under Section 33.2613 of the Code of Virginia, it shall be unlawful for any person operating
a motor vehicle to use the Dulles Toll Road without payment of tolls as
set forth in this Section.
To change toll rates, the Airports Authority must amend the Regulations by publishing notice of
the proposed amendment, convening at least one public hearing in the Dulles Corridor, providing
an opportunity for the public to be informed about and express their views on the proposed
amendment, and reporting to the Committees and the Airports Authority Board of Directors on
public views collected during the public hearings and public comment period.
DISCUSSION
At their June 15, 2022, meeting, the Committees authorized the President and Chief Executive
Officer to:
(1) publish notice of the proposed amendment to Section 10.1 of the Regulations, set out in
Attachment A, that establishes toll rates for use of the DTR;
(2) conduct public hearings on the proposed amendment;

(3) provide a no less than 30-day comment period during which members of the public
may present their views on the proposed amendment; and
(4) invite the public to also comment during the public hearings or comment period on:
•

Environmental Sustainability Initiatives. Converting to all-electronic toll collection
on the DTR will reduce harmful emissions from vehicles idling at toll plazas. Are
there other potential environmental initiatives related to the operation or
maintenance of the DTR that should be explored?

•

DTR Customer Incentives. Would offering toll credits or other financial incentives
be an effective way to encourage DTR customers to carpool or to travel during offpeak hours?

A. Notice of Public Hearings and Public Comment Period
On June 29, 2022, the Airports Authority published a notice in The Washington Post (attached as
Attachment A) that, among other things, described the proposed DTR toll rate increases and the
additional topics on which the Airports Authority was seeking public input. The notice provided
information regarding the virtual and in-person public hearings that would be held on the proposed
toll rate increases, explained how information on the proposed increases could be obtained and
how written comments on the proposed increases could be submitted outside of the public
hearings, and stated that the period for the submission of comments would run from July 11,
2022, through August 10, 2022.
In addition to the notice in The Washington Post, notice of the virtual and in-person public
hearings was provided in a variety of ways: print and/or digital banner advertisements were
placed in the Fairfax Times, Loudoun Now, Loudoun Times-Mirror and Washington Informer.
Spanish language advertisements were placed in the Washington Hispanic. Public hearing notices
were posted on the Airports Authority’s website (http://www.dullestollroad.com/toll-settingprocess). Reminders were also posted regularly to the Airports Authority’s Twitter account
which were retweeted by media outlets and email blasts were distributed to the Airports
Authority’s customer and stakeholder email distribution lists.

B. Public Hearings
The first public hearing, which was held virtually via Zoom conferencing on July 12, 2022, was
attended by 41 individuals. During the meeting the “Question and Answer” function was used
by attendees to make comments which were posted to the Airports Authority’s website following
the meeting.
The second hearing, which was held in-person on July 18, 2022, at the Washington Dulles
Airport Marriott, was attended by eight individuals who had the opportunity to submit written
comments or to convey their comments verbally to a recorder for transcription.
Information presented to the public included an overview of the DTR toll rate setting process and
information on DTR operations, capital improvements in the Dulles Corridor funded with toll
revenue, and the financing and construction of the Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project.

Copies of relevant presentations to the Committees, a recording of the virtual public hearing,
responses to questions submitted during the virtual public hearing, and a Frequently Asked
Questions document are posted online at: http://www.dullestollroad.com/toll-setting-process.

C. Report on Public Comments
During the comment period, 94 individuals and one organization submitted a total of 105
comments to the Airports Authority.1 These comments were submitted in a number of ways: 62
comments via the online comment form, 34 via e-mail, 7 online at the virtual public hearing, one
written comment at the in-person public hearing and one voice mail.
A report summarizing the submitted comments is provided as Attachment B. Verbatim copies of
all submitted comments, arranged by the name of the submitting organization or individual, are
provided in Exhibit B to that summary report.
Individuals using the online comment form were asked to provide the location of their residence and
information about their actual or intended use of the DTR or the Metrorail Silver Line. Of the
total commenters, 63 state that they currently use the DTR and 26 state they use or plan to use
the Metrorail Silver Line. A total of 70 individuals provided the location of their residence: 53
are residents of Fairfax County, 9 reside in Loudoun County, and 8 indicated they live elsewhere
in the Washington, D.C. region. Residence information was not provided for 24 comments.
The comments on the proposed toll rate increase can be grouped in the following general themes
and topics:
• The unfairness of the toll rate increase (21 comments). These commenters generally oppose
the use of DTR toll revenue to pay for a significant portion of the Metrorail construction costs.
Some advocate for shifting more of the burden to entities that will directly benefit from the
Silver Line. Some commenters feel it is “unfair” for toll road users to pay for cost over-runs
and delays. Others argue it is unfair to increase toll rates when Route 7 is under construction.
• Negative impact of the toll rate increase on individuals (54 comments). These commenters
state that the DTR will be unaffordable given inflation and gas prices. Some are concerned that
the toll rate increase will widen the gap between “haves” and “have nots” and will force people
to use local roads to avoid the DTR.
• Consider alternative sources of funding (5 comments). Commenters suggest that other sources
of funding should be pursued for Metrorail construction, such as charging users of the Dulles
Airport Access Highway.
• Qualified support for the toll rate increase (2 comments). The commenters acknowledge that
1

In addition to the proposed toll rate increase and the questions about environmental sustainability and customer incentives, the
Airports Authority solicited comments at the public hearings and during the comment period on a separate regulatory action to
authorize an administrative fee to recover the costs of collecting pay-by-plate payments of tolls. The 105 total comments
conveyed a total of 206 views. Of these, 97 concerned the toll rates, 64 were on the two topics, and 45 were related to the
proposed administrative fee.

the toll rate increase may be appropriate but would prefer a lower amount or have the increase
rates combined with an incentive program for frequent users.
• General opposition to the toll rate increase (14 comments). Comments express opposition to
the toll rate increase but do not provide any reasons for their opposition.
• Other concerns (1 comment). The comment questions how toll revenue is used and did not
express a specific view on the proposed toll rate increase.
Of the 105 comments, 64 address one or both of the two specific questions presented for public
comment. There were 21 comments on the environmental sustainability initiatives, which can be
grouped in the following general categories:
•

Increase connectivity by either adding express bus service between Tysons and Dulles
International Airport or a bike trail along the DTR (3 comments)

•

Reduce toll rates for electric and clean-fuel vehicles (2 comments)

•

Vehicle emissions are not substantial on the DTR but will increase on local roads (3 comments)

•

Install small wind-turbines along the DTR to generate electricity (1 comment)

•

Toll booths should be eliminated and replaced with gantries to allow traffic to flow freely (4
comments)

•

The toll rates should be eliminated or reduced (5 comments)

•

Concerns unrelated to environmental sustainability (3 comments)

Forty-two comments address DTR customer incentives to encourage carpools and off-peak travel.
These comments can be grouped in the following general categories, representing 43 viewpoints:
•

General support for the concept (8 comments)

•

Do not support the concept/customer incentives will not work (12 comments)

•

Lower toll rates during off peak hours and/or local trips (10 comments)

•

Eliminate or reduce the toll rates (3 comments)

•

Improve bus service; help create carpool and van pool hubs (3 comments)

•

Free travel for high occupancy vehicles (also referred to as HOV) (7 comments)

D. Next Steps
Airports Authority staff will provide an information report on the public comments to the Dulles
Corridor Advisory Committee (DCAC) on September 22, 2022, and report back to the
Committees at the October meeting. DCAC consent or approval of toll rate adjustments is not
required under the DTR Permit and Operating Agreement between the Airports Authority and
the Virginia Department of Transportation.
Prepared by:

Offices of Finance and General Counsel
September 2022
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1. INTRODUCTION
At their June 15, 2022, meeting, the Dulles Corridor and Finance Committees of the Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority’s (Airports Authority) Board of Directors authorized the Airports
Authority staff to initiate the process for amending the Metropolitan Washington Airports
Regulations (MWAR) to: 1) increase the toll rates for the Dulles Toll Road (DTR); and, 2) authorize
an administrative fee to recover the costs incurred by the Airports Authority to process “pay-byplate” payments of tolls. The Committees also authorized staff, during this process, to publish a
notice of the proposed amendments, conduct an in-person public hearing in the Dulles Corridor,
host a virtual public hearing and provide the public an opportunity to learn more about and
provide feedback on the two proposed amendments, including the proposed toll rates (shown
below in Table 1), the imposition of an administrative fee for pay-by-plate transactions and two
specific questions concerning environmental sustainability initiatives and incentives to encourage
DTR customers to carpool or travel during off-peak hours (set out below in Table 2).
TABLE 1: Proposed Toll Rate Increases
Vehicle Class
2-axle
3-axle
4-axle
5-axle
6 or more axles

Main Line Toll Plaza
From
$3.25
$6.50
$7.75
$9.00
$10.25

To
$4.00
$8.00
$9.25
$10.50
$11.75

Tolled Ramp
Entrances/Exits
From
To
$1.50
$2.00
$3.00
$4.00
$3.50
$4.50
$4.00
$5.00
$4.50
$5.50

TABLE 2: Other Topics for Presented for Public Comment
1. The Airports Authority is committed to environmental sustainability. For example,
converting to all-electronic toll collection will reduce harmful emissions from vehicles
idling at toll plazas. Are there other potential environmental initiatives related to the
operation or maintenance of the Dulles Toll Road that should be explored?
2. Would offering toll credits or other financial incentives be an effective way to
encourage Dulles Toll Road customers to carpool or travel during off-peak hours?
On June 29, 2022, the Airports Authority published a notice in The Washington Post (attached as
Exhibit A) that, among other things, described the proposed amendment to increase the DTR tolls,
the proposed amendment concerning the authorization of a fee to recover costs for pay-by-plate
transactions, stated the two topics on which the Airports Authority was seeking public input,
provided information regarding the virtual and in-person public hearings, explained how
1
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information on the proposed amendments could be obtained and how written comments on the
proposed amendments could be submitted outside of the public hearings, stated that the period
for the submission of comments would run from July 11, 2022, through August 10, 2022, and
invited members of the public to submit comments on the proposed amendments and the two
topics during the comment period.
In addition to the notice in The Washington Post, notice of the virtual and in person public hearings
was provided in a variety of ways: print and/or digital banner advertisements in the Fairfax Times,
Loudoun Now, Loudoun Times-Mirror and Washington Informer. Spanish language advertisements
were placed in the Washington Hispanic. Public hearing notices were posted on the Airports
Authority’s website https://www.dullestollroad.com/toll-setting-process; reminders were also
posted regularly to the Airports Authority’s Twitter account which were retweeted by media
outlets; and email blasts were distributed to the Airports Authority’s customer and stakeholder
email distribution lists.
The notice published in The Washington Post stated that translators would be available at the inperson public hearing to assist Spanish-speaking attendees. In addition, the notice stated that
individuals wishing other translation services for additional languages should contact the
Authority at a specific number at least 72-hours in advance of the hearing. The notices also
indicated that American Sign Language interpreters would be available for the hearing impaired
at each hearing.
The virtual and in-person public hearings were conducted on the dates shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3: Public Hearing Dates
July 12, 2022
7:00 to 8:30 p.m.
Via Zoom Conferencing

July 18, 2022
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Washington Dulles Airport Marriott
45020 Aviation Drive
Dulles, VA 20166

At each public hearing, information was provided to attendees in four subject areas:
 The proposed amendments and the reasons for their proposal;
 The transition to all-electronic tolling on the DTR;
 Dulles Corridor Improvements; and
 The financing and construction of the Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project.
This information was provided in a presentation during the virtual public hearing, and at the inperson public hearing, through a series of boards relating to each subject area with Airports
Authority staff members assigned to each area to answer questions.
2
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The first public hearing, which was held virtually via Zoom conferencing on July 12, 2022, was
attended by 41 individuals. During the meeting, the Q&A function was used by attendees to ask
questions or make comments which were posted to the Airports Authority’s website
(https://www.dullestollroad.com/toll-setting-process) following the meeting. The second
hearing, which was held in-person on July 18 at Washington Dulles Airport Marriott, was attended
by eight individuals who had the opportunity to submit written comments or to convey their
comments verbally to a recorder for transcription.
During the comment period, 94 individuals and one organization submitted a total of 105
comments to the Authority1. Comments were received in several ways, as shown in Table 4 below:
TABLE 4: Method of Comment Submittal
Via on-line comment form available on the Airports Authority website
By e-mail to an address provided in the meeting announcement
Via the Q&A function, during the virtual public hearing
On a paper form submitted at the in-person public hearing
Via voice mail message on the phone number provided in the meeting
notice
By regular U.S. mail

Number Received
62
34
7
1
1
0

Verbatim copies of all submitted comments are provided in Exhibit B, which includes all comments
submitted, beginning with the one organization and then followed by comments submitted by
individuals, arranged alphabetically by last name. Of the 94 individuals submitting comments who
responded to requests for information made by the Authority, (i) 63 state that they currently use
the DTR, (ii) 26 state they plan to use the Metrorail Silver Line, and (iii) 70 provided the location
of their residence; of these latter 70 individuals, 53 are residents of Fairfax County, nine reside in
Loudoun County, and eight live elsewhere in the Washington, D.C., region.
The 105 comments vary in their content. Some address the subject of the proposed administrative
fee for pay-by-plate transactions; others address the subject of the proposed toll rate increases;
and others address the two questions posed regarding environmental sustainability and
incentives to carpool or travel during off-peak hours. Some comments are responsive to both
questions and others only one; and still other comments address both the proposed administrative
fee for pay-by-plate transactions and the proposed toll rate increases and one or more of the
questions. All told, these 105 submitted comments conveyed a total of 206 views on the proposed
toll rates (97), on the proposed administration fee (45), and on the two topics (64).

1

Seven of the 94 individuals submitted multiple comments.
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2. SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS
A. Comments in Response to the Proposed Toll Rate Increases
All but 11 of the 105 submitted comments addressed the subject of the proposed increases to
the toll rates. These comments express 97 views on the subject which fall into the following
categories as summarized below.
1. The unfairness of the rate increases (21 comments). Some of these comments address the
unfairness of the rate increases to continue funding construction of the Metrorail Silver Line
project. This unfairness, the comments state, stems from the fact that many individuals who
will benefit from the Silver Line project are not being asked to pay for its construction, and
the burden the toll rates place on users of the DTR in that they are funding almost half of
the construction cost of the Silver Line project. A significant part of that burden, the
comments state, should be allocated to the others responsible for cost-over runs and delays
on the project or on those who will benefit from the new Silver Line but are not being asked
to fund its construction. In short, these comments state that basic fairness requires that a
far lower share of the cost of constructing the Silver Line should be paid by users of the DTR
and that a far higher share should be paid by individuals who are more directly involved or
will substantially benefit from the project. Other comments state that it is unfair to increase
rates because of ongoing construction and delayed repairs or would prefer waiting until
construction improvements are complete on alternative routes, such as Route 7.
2. The impacts of the rate increases upon individuals (54 comments). A segment of these
comments address the financial or other impact of the proposed toll rate increases on the
commenter. Several of these commenters mention that increased tolls would make the toll
road unaffordable for their use, especially with inflation and the increasing cost of gas, and
they would need to use other roads to avoid the DTR. Other commenters express concern
that increased toll rates will widen the gap between “haves” and “have nots” and only
benefit the wealthy who can afford to pay higher tolls for a shorter trip than that which is
available on non-tolled roads. Some of the commenters suggest lowering tolls for qualified
commuters to reduce the impacts. Other commenters express concern that the toll at the
main line plaza was more expensive and that tolls should be based on the distance of a trip
so that that their neighborhoods would not experience increased traffic by those who avoid
paying tolls.
3. Alternative sources of funding in lieu of the rate increases (5 comments). These comments
communicate the view that the Airports Authority should find alternative sources to fund
the Silver Line construction which would enable the proposed toll rate increases to be
eliminated or staged in smaller increments. In particular, these comments suggest the
Authority raise revenue by charging users of the Dulles Airport Access Highway with the
view that it was entirely fair to toll drivers using the airport.
4. Qualified support of rate increases (2 comments). These comments acknowledge that toll
may be appropriate but would prefer a lower amount or have the increase rates combined
with an incentive program for frequent travelers.
4
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5. General opposition to rate increase (14 comments). These comments express opposition to
the proposed toll rate increase and conveyed no particular views as to the reason for their
opposition.
6. Other concerns (1 comments). This comment questions how the toll revenue would be used
but did not express a specific viewpoint for or against the tolls.
B. Comments in Response to the Proposed Administrative Fee
Of the submitted comments, 45 address the subject of the proposed administrative fee to
recover the costs associated with pay-by-plate transactions. The views on this subject fell into
the following categories and are summarized below.
1. The unfairness of the proposed administrative fee (6 comments). These comments generally
state it is unfair to impose an administrative fee. In general, these commenters share a view
that it penalizes or places an “unfair disadvantage” on those without an E-ZPass. One
commenter states that those who use motorcycles, which do not have a place to mount a
transponder, should not have to pay extra fees on top of toll. Another commenter states it
would be unfair to charge an administrative fee if their E-ZPass battery stopped working and
their license plate was not registered to their E-ZPass account. Another states it is wrong for
those who don’t use public transportation to fund a public transportation service.
2. The impacts of the administrative fee upon individuals (13 comments). These comments
address the financial impact that the proposed administrative fee would create for
individuals. Generally, the commenters state that with current inflation and gas prices, the
administrative fee would make the cost of using the DTR prohibitively expensive and
therefore divert traffic to other roads, while others mentioned the impact this would have
on “out-of-area” drivers and that if the Airports Authority was set on assessing the fee,
making comments would be a waste of their time.
3. Alternatives to an administrative fee (2 comments). These comments communicate the view
that the Airports Authority should find alternatives to imposing an administrative fee, such
as offering more payment options. One comment states that instead of imposing
administrative fees, the Airports Authority should install credit card readers. Another
commenter suggests the Airports Authority retain the coin-operated toll booths and allow
for placement of advertising on and around the toll booths similar to advertisements around
each Metro stop.
4. General support of administrative fee (15 comments). These comments acknowledge that
an administrative fee is appropriate to offset the costs for processing pay-by-plate
transactions. One commenter states that information about how to avoid paying the
administrative fee could be made clear with additional signage. Another states that families
can use one account to pay for multiple E-ZPass transponders.
5. General opposition to the administrative fee (9 comments). These comments express
opposition to the imposition of an administrative fee and convey no particular views as to
the reason for their opposition.
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C. Comments in Response to the Specifically Posed Questions
Of the 105 submitted comments, 62 address one or both of the two specific questions on which
the public was asked to comment. The 64 views conveyed by these comments are summarized
below for each of the two questions.
1. The Airports Authority is committed to environmental sustainability. For example,
converting to all-electronic toll collection will reduce harmful emissions from vehicles idling
at toll plazas. Are there other potential environmental initiatives related to the operation or
maintenance of the Dulles Toll Road that should be explored?
Twenty-one comments address this question and expressed 21 viewpoints on the following:
a. Increase connectivity by either adding express bus service between Tysons and Dulles
International Airport or a bike trail along the DTR (3 comments)
b. Reducing toll rates for electric and clean-fuel vehicles (2 comments)
c. Vehicle emissions are not substantial on the DTR but will increase on local roads (3
comments)
d. Installing small wind-turbines along the DTR to generate electricity (1 comment)
e. Toll booths should be eliminated and replaced with gantries to allow traffic to flow freely
(4 comments)
f. The toll rates should be eliminated or reduced (5 comments)
g. Concerns unrelated to environmental sustainability (3 comments)
2. Would offering toll credits or other financial incentives be an effective way to encourage
Dulles Toll Road customers to carpool or travel during off-peak hours?
Forty-one comments address this question and express the following 43 viewpoints.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

General support for the concept (8 comments)
Do not support the concept / customer incentives will not work (12 comments)
Lower toll rates during off peak hours and/or local trips (10 comments)
Eliminate or reduce the toll rates (3 comments)
Improve bus service; help create carpool and van pool hubs (3 comments)
Free travel for HOV (7 comments)
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3. EXHIBITS
EXHIBIT A – Copy of The Washington Post Advertisement
EXHIBIT B – Verbatim Copies of all Comments
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EXHIBIT A – Copy of The Washington Post Advertisement

A-1
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EXHIBIT B – Verbatim Copies of all Comments

B-1

Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority
Item #

1

Last Name,
First Name
(If Given)

Reston Citizens
Association, (Lynne
Mulston)

Applicable
Categories:

A2

2

B, I

A1,B4,C2c

3

Barcus, Tzeitel

A2

4

Barry, Chris

A1,B1,C1f,C2d

5

Bennett, Niamh

A2,B2

6

Booth, Allan

A5,B5,C2b

7

Bowns, Carter

A5,B5,C1e,C2f

Exhibit B
Comments as Submitted:

To whom it may concern, Please find a position statement from Reston CItizens Association regarding the proposed toll rate increase on the Dulles Toll Road. It is recognized that the period for in‐person public
testimony has ended; however, it is hoped that the RCA statement will be entered into the public record. Please advise Association Secretary Shawn Endsley [shawn@shawnendsley.com] and board member,
Vincent Dory [vdory@mail.bradley.edu] of any upcoming meetings where RCA may have further opportunities to provide public testimony regarding the proposed rate increase. Sincerely, Lynne Mulston President,
Reston Citizens Association.
July 18th, 2022 The Board of Directors of the Reston Citizens Association (RCA) hereby publishes the following statement on the toll raise proposed by the Metropolitan Washington Airport Authority (MWAA): The
recent proposal by the MWAA to increase the toll rates of the Dulles Toll Road (DTR) raise several questions that should be answered for the sake of transparency: 1. What is the budget for spending the new
revenue generated by the toll increase? Specifically, what are the percentages of the toll raise that will be used to fund the Silver Line expansion, for road maintenance and upkeep for the DTR, and for debt service
of the silver line expansion? 2. There is no budget that addresses where funding will be allocated following the Silver Line expansion’s long delayed completion. With the Silver Line expansion imminently opening in
2022, and the proposed implementation of the toll raise in 2023, what will the new funding be directed towards upon the Silver Line’s completion? 3. What will MWAA do to add and expand incentives or credits
for commuters to carpool on the DTR? This could make the rate increase more manageable for some users of the toll road, as well as assisting with the Silver Line’s purpose of reducing vehicular congestion and
environmental impact in the surrounding community. 4. Has the MWAA modeled the impact of reduced usage of the DTR due to increased tolls and have those impacts been factored into the expected toll
increases? While the additional transportation options offered by the Silver Line expansion will provide a public good, a toll raise will place a financial strain on commuters. This hardship will impact large parts of
our community in a time of very high inflation, rising grocery bills, and high gas prices. Many people in our community simply do not have the bandwidth to withstand another increased expense during this time of
economic uncertainty. They may be forced to use alternative routes other than the DTR, which would cause greater congestion on our community’s local roadways, as well as being counterproductive to the
purpose of the Silver Line and DTR. Thus, any toll raise should be considered with the utmost care. Therefore, we ask that the MWAA provide answers to the above listed questions to the public, and delay
implementation of the toll raise by one year so the economic situation of the community can improve. We hope the MWAA can provide transparency and pursue policies that will be to the benefit of DTR and Silver
Line users in the transportation corridor.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: The info about how to avoid paying the added admin fee is not widely known as I have lived in Reston for over 40 years, use EZ‐pass and I never knew one has six
days to proactively pay online without the added administrative fee. I do not like signs, but that is one possible way to inform people before they enter the toll road and at all exits.
[Increase the toll rates]: I have always felt that it is unfair to punish drivers with higher tolls to subsidize metrorail and that the people that use the Silver line should be paying higher fares to help pay for the Silver
line. Your answer to Q&A question #25 (Q ‐ deals with projection that toll revenue will drop once the silver line extension opens and people use the metro instead of vehicles or ride shares. A ‐ Extensive analysis of
potential diversion to Metrorail has been conducted. The impact will be limited because existing DTR customers have very diverse trip purposes and travel patterns that are not conveniently served by the Silver
Line.) indicates that most toll road drivers are just a source money to pay for the Silver Line that they will never use. Future rate increases need to consider the savings each year that was generated due to all
electronic toll taking and the elimination of exact change toll collection.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: As a retired person, I only use the toll road during off‐peak hours, mainly to meet up with friends or family and reduce rates during off‐peak hours would be welcomed.
Presently, when time saving is not an issue, I use route 7, mainly on my return trip home when traffic is less of an issue.

Good morning, Increasing the tolls again will make it impossible for me to use the toll road to get to work and it is my fastest and easiest route. PLEASE do not increase the rates. Thank you,
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Motorists that don't use public transportation to fund a public transportation service is absolutely wrong.
[Increase the toll rates]: Motorists that don't use public transportation forced to fund public transportation is wrong. This toll road should be opened up without tolls for all to use. I'll continue to use the access
road that is free of tolls.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Toll road collection should end
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: End the tolls
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: No ‐ please don't do it. It's expensive as is, and the rates have been upped several times since I've lived in the area.
[Increase the toll rates]: It's already costly. I work in Tysons, live in Herndon. Taking the toll road saves me 20 mins each way, 40 mins that I can spend with my new daughter. If it goes up, I may not be able to
justify the cost, losing this time with my family.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: What the #&#&‐‐‐? I have personally paid for that road at least once. The #&#&#&# road is paid for. Rip the tolls altogether instead of #&#& #&#&#&# people
that are already overtaxed.
[Increase the toll rates]: See above if you’re still reading.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: No
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No, people need it when they need it
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: This is unnecessary and just a way to nickel and dime drivers.
[Increase the toll rates]: The toll rates are already absurd and do not need to be increased.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Consider toll gantry’s like those on I‐66 that don’t require drivers to slow down unnecessarily and waste gas accelerating again.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Unless we’re talking about “every 5th drive is free” this just sounds like a way to charge peak rush hour tolls. And then the counter argument will be “don’t drive during
rush hour” as though that’s somehow reasonable. Consider making HOV 3 free, like the HOT lanes, I‐66, etc. That *actually* makes people want to carpool.
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[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: There should be free usage for HOV 3 as consistent with the smart lanes throughout the region 24‐7.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: See comments above.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: Please consider reduced or free tolls based on income‐particularily for educators and first responders. We would be happy to discuss further.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No tolls for HOVs
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Please reduce these terrible tolls. They are too high.
[Increase the toll rates]: Please reduce the tolls. They are too high!!
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Seriously, this minute amount of emissions is what we are worried about? And I drive an EV anyway. Please reduce the tolls.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Allow HOV cars to ride for free. That would be the right answer.
I understand there is a proposal to raise the toll, again, on the Dulles Toll Road. Setting aside the significant and unkind financial impact this will have on commuters, I am concerned about the impacts the project
will have on surface streets and neighborhoods. The last time toll was increased substantially on the Toll Road, many commuters and commercial vehicles ‐ including tractor trailers ‐ shifted to using area surface
streets. This increased the noise level, amount of traffic, and air pollution in my neighborhood along Lawyers Road substantially. For example, the windows on my home are now routinely covered in oily film. I
assume I’m breathing the pollution that causes this. Road noise is now a pretty constant roar and it can be incredibly difficult and dangerous to pull out of ‐ or into ‐ my driveway. Particularly during rush hour,
people drive at highway speeds ‐ as if they were on the Toll Road ‐ on streets designed for much lower speeds. The new increase in tolls Is likely to only compound these problems. How do you plan to mitigate
impacts such as these on local residents?
Toll increases are a normal part of the inflationary economy but we need an incentive for those frequent travelers. I spend on average per month $650‐$700 and sometimes a single toll can be as much as $20. As a
taxpaying hardworking citizen this is not cost effective or fair and reasonable for anyone not making at least 80k or more a year. Lets take a look at the middle class hardworking Northern Virginia citizen and offer
either an incentive or discount so I can commute without a large percentage of my take home pay going to tolls.
To whom it may concern, Please do not increase the fees to use the toll road. How about adding a fee to use the road that parallels the Toll Road and takes you directly to the airport? Why should I pay, while
those going to the airport pay nothing? I am paying for a road that I may not even use once a year. Please don’t tell me it is for the common good.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Please do not increase the fees to use the toll road.
[Increase the toll rates]: The toll road is SO expensive already, please do not increase the rate.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: N/A
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Work hours are fairly consistent and only flex slightly. Providing an incentive may encourage some but not most to carpool.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: N/a
[Increase the toll rates]: I strongly oppose increasing tolls. Costs have gone down by eliminating staff at toll booths. I already avoid the toll road for 50% of my commute because it's not affordable. Increasing the
tools would mean I have to use the toll road even less. Why should i have to double my commute time because a foreign company wants to increase their profits? There is already a large gap between the "haves"
and "have nots" in the DC metro area, and this increase would only further the gap. Those who can afford to pay will be added benefits of shorter drive times, better gas mileage (compared to non‐toll routes) and
less tolls (compared to pay‐by‐plate).
[Potential environmental initiatives]: N/a
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: I would love for competitive bus routes. Currently Loudoun commuter buses are still significantly more expensive than metro or tolls. I would happily take metro or a
commuter bus if it didn't cost more than driving myself!
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Toll passes help families use one account to pay for multiple passes.
[Increase the toll rates]: The rates are high enough and the traffic on and off the toll is bad enough. Increasing the rate will only disrupt traffic off the toll for people who can no longer afford the increased rate.
The toll price should remain the same to help with the flow of.traffic both on and off the toll road. Without additional improvement to the toll road the increased rates are frivolous.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Traveling from out of state will be confused and worried if there is not an option to pay for tolls via cash or card. This will cause travelers to pull over on the road or block the
toll/roads in order to then use their phones to look up the policy. This cojld be confusing. The emissions of a couple cars sitting at a toll is not substantial enough to entertain this idea.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Toll credit or decreased toll price could be beneficial incentives to travelers.

To whom it may concern, I’d like to oppose the toll increase on the Dulles toll road. With the construction on route 7 it’s the only viable alternative and is already expensive enough‐ even to travel an exit. They got
rid of the toll takers two years ago, surely the money saved on those employees salaries could be used to fund their technology upgrade for the plate pay system. It smacks of a price gouge just because it’s
possible with the new payment system going in. We don’t need any more greed in this world‐ it’s already hurting at the pump from the greed. If there is an increase I will be certain to take alternate routes to avoid
the toll road.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: It is already prohibitively expensive to use the toll rd. This will just push more traffick to 7 and chill up all roads in Reston herndon
[Increase the toll rates]: Do not increase it, you will get less volume=lease money but will increase the environmental cost by pushing the Idiling traffic to secondary roads and decrease the quality of life in the
region
[Potential environmental initiatives]: You will increase emotions on secondary roads erasing any gains on the toll rd
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No it will not. Metro is a disaster, you can’t force folks to take it if it does not get you where you need to go, it is unaffordable and never runs on time
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[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: The toll road is already too expensive. Do not increase rates any further. Between gas prices and current tolls, already outrageously expensive to commute to Virginia for work each day.
Also need to add employer and commuter benefit programs for Dulles Toll Road (not on current list for discounts
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
$1.60 fee per transaction is preposterous to tack onto a $1.50 toll. That's a 107% increase.
The impact on out‐of‐area drivers is still more than doubling the toll.
Is the board under any obligation to change their recommendation based on comments received? It seems to me that if you're set on assessing these fees, us making comments may be a waste of time.
Rate increase from $2.75 to $6 (between the plaza and any ramp) represents a 118% rate increase in 14 years, or 8.44%/year. This is considerably higher than the average inflation rate of 2‐3%, and does not bode
well for what the toll rates will be in 10‐50 years.
Goodbye $22 taxi or uber fare, hello $2 metro ticket.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: The tolls are already too high and should be reduced. This increased toll is only going to put additional financial stress on people and increase traffic on side roads and in residential
neighborhoods.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: Can the increase be delayed until 2024? That's when the work on rt7 is expected to be completed. Increasing the toll will likely effect peoples behavior (especially in the inflationary and
cost of fuel environment we're in) to use rt 7 as an alternate. That's going to make 7 worse, for traffic, for the construction workers, for residents that live off 7, and for the environment as more cars will be idling in
traffic on 7 rather than using the toll road.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: none
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: yes. go free hov like the beltway!
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: The increase in administrative funds is too high to justify changes to a functioning toll system. EZ‐pass is already available to make things move efficiently
enough, and not everyone who needs to use the roads has an EZ pass so going completely cashless puts them at an unfair disadvantage. The cost increase to provide AET will not have a significant enough benefit
to those who will be most impacted by the fee increase.
[Increase the toll rates]: There is no justifiable reason to increase tolls when tools already provide the funding to maintain and operate. Stronger evidence is needed to prove that existing funds are being used
appropriately and yet are not sufficient. Also, increasing costs on the main road will clog up other road options and increasing traffic elsewhere.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: While it's nice in concept, I doubt there is enough evidence that by going to AET that a significant environmental impact would be seen. It's not currently worth the funds to
explore. Additionally, when people inevitably avoid using the tool road to save money, it will just redirect traffic to other roads where cars will sit in traffic.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Possibly, worth exploring
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: I oppose the proposed increase in the tolls on the Dulles Toll Road. Paying $12 for a round trip is outrageous. This will force more traffic onto residential streets and secondary roads that
are already over capacity. We should be reducing the tolls after all these years to encourage use of the Dulles Toll Road to relieve congestion on secondary roads. The funds exist in the VA budget surplus to
subsidize the tolls and it will cost less than trying to build more secondary roads.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: The fee increase will cause some drivers to use alternative routes causing traffic problems. I do not see any proposal on how to mitigate this from happening or any path forward to reduce
environmental impacts. Does the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority plan on also help improving these alternate roads?
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
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[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: I note that the proposed cost for an unpaid toll is the applicable toll plus a $1.60 administrative fee per transaction. I think that administrative cost is too high, at
about 80% the cost of a ramp toll. Your “DTR Toll Transaction Trends” charts show that as cash/coin transactions go down, violations go up. About 5% of toll road users do not use the E‐Z Pass option, maybe
because they are out‐of‐town drivers, or they may be other local drivers who do not use the EZ‐Pass for whatever other legitimate reasons. The answer should not be to punish them with high administrative fees.
Instead, the answer should be to offer more payment options. Your proposal plans to remove the few remaining coin plazas, which you say reduces annual operating costs by approximately $384,000. That figure
is small amount, given that about $300,000 of the toll road revenue is from cash. Keeping the coin option helps encourage toll compliance. I know you are offering the Mobile App option, but your own published
information says: “Mobile App ‐ Smartphone applications from private companies unaffiliated with the DTR, such as EZ Tolls VA, GoToll, Slora, Uproad and Peasy Drive. Users will incur fees in addition to the toll
payment.” Again, this option punishes drivers with fees. Additionally, only about 79% of Americans own Smart Phones, therefore, about 21% of the drivers could not use this option anyway. However, about 83%
of Americans own debit cards. Therefore, I believe you would get more compliance, and would be more customer‐friendly, if you were to install some credit card readers. The Dulles Greenway offers payment
options with both EZ‐Pass and credit card readers, and I think the Dulles Toll Road should so the same.
[Increase the toll rates]: I do not mind paying some level of “user fee,” as I realize nothing comes free and maintenance is necessary. But the rates are getting exorbitantly high. Will it cause drivers not to use the
toll road but use side roads instead? Rate hikes should possibly be spread out over a greater period of time. I know that revenue was lost during the height of the pandemic, however, future forecasts are not so
bleak. Your own July 2021 Financial Report says that toll road revenue was “9.2% higher than prior year.” The report also noted that, as of “March 2021, transactions have steadily increased reaching approximately
20 percent below pre‐pandemic levels by October 2021,” adding that, “the recovery rate for leisure and hospitality was much faster in 2021, reflecting a higher capacity for growth.” I expect toll revenue to increase
as the pandemic continues to diminish.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Credit cards readers.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: I think you should be encouraging people to use the toll road, in order to keep traffic off of side roads. Making it more expensive to travel on the toll road at certain hours
punishes toll road users even more. People have to get to work and cannot always control their travel hours. Regarding car pooling, create carpool "hubs" at Metrorail stations.

Glakas, Barbara

A2,B3,C1g,C2e

31

32

33

About the proposed rate increase, I do not mind paying some level of user fees, I realize nothing comes free and maintenance is necessary. But it does seem that the rates keep going up and up and I wonder if they
will ever level off. I know that the proposed cost of an unpaid toll is the applicable toll plus a $1.60 administrative fee per transaction. I think that administrative cost is too high as it is about 80% of the cost of a
ramp toll. I know the revenue was lost at the height of pandemic however future forecast are not so bleak. Your own July 2021 financial report says that toll revenue was 9.2% higher than the prior year. The report
also noted that as of March 21 transactions have steadily increased reaching about 20% below pre‐pandemic levels in October of 21 but the recovery rate for leisure and hospitality was much faster in 2021
reflecting a higher capacity for growth. I expect toll revenue to increase as the pandemic continues to diminish. Your dulles toll road transaction trends chart that you have online shows that the cash coin
transactions goes down, as they go down the cash coin transactions, violations go up. About 5% of toll road users do not use E‐ZPass option maybe because they are out of town drivers or they are other local
drivers who do not use the E‐ZPass for whatever other illegitmate reasons that they have. The answer should not be to punish them with high administrative fees, instead the option to be to offer more payment
options. Your proposal plans to remove a few remaining coin plazas which you say reduces annual operating costs by approximately $384,000 but that figure is very small given that about $300,000 of the toll road
revenue is from cash. Keeping the coin option helps encourage toll compliance. Also I know that you are offering a mobile app option but your own published information says that this option, the users will incur
fees in addtion to the toll payments. Again, this option punishes drivers with fees. Additionally only about 79% of Americans own a smartphone therefore only about 21% of drivers could not use this option
anyway. However 83% of Americans do own debit cards therefore I believe you would get more compliance and it would be more customer friendly if you were to install some credit card readers. The Dulles
greenway offers payment options with both E‐ZPass and credit card readers and I believe the Dulles Toll Road should do the same. Thank you.

Glakas, Barbara

Goss, Roland

Hampton, Mark

A1

The concept of imposing 50% of the cost of a major mass transit route to a major international airport on primarily commuters on one road through tolls was unique and horrible from the start. The fact that this
was already a toll road with the collection infrastructure in place may have been the primary reason for this financing mechanism. Compound that by the fact that the Silver Line extension has been perhaps the
biggest farce in public contracting history. There are three goals for such projects: be on time, on budget, and according to specs. All three goals have failed dismally, and no one has been held the least
accountable. What contracts have been terminated for the undeniably faulty construction and delays? What planners, inspectors, and construction managers have been terminated? What financial penalties have
been assessed? Instead the tolls just keep going up while those paying for it have been denied the use of the promised final product for years. I was looking forward to using this to commute in my final years
before retirement, a date which is now well past. What should be discussed is what compensation will be given to those who paid for the construction fiasco while being denied the benefits of the Metro line.
Instead you propose further soaking the "victims" of this entire process without any accountability for those responsible for it, imposing more of the financial costs of the construction incompetence on the toll road
users (many of whom may never use the Metro line). And still no discussion of accountability. How do you justify that? Shameful.

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: This seems like a good idea.
[Increase the toll rates]: The toll is already too high for many families. Raising them again will just push more traffic to Reston's already overwhelmed side streets. Furthermore, why do airport users get free usage
subsidized by everyone else? If you use the road, whether to access the airport or not, you should pay. I.e., "user pays". Making the residents of Reston and Herdon subsidize airport users is awfully unfair.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: If you're serious about environmental sustainability, how about giving clean‐fuels cars a discount on the toll? The power generated for electric cars comes from power plants
A2,B4,C1b,C2b that have far higher thermal efficiency compared to car engines. I.e., electric cars, even when charged from fossil fuel plants, net far lower carbon and other emissions.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No one likes the unpredictability of a variable toll. That unpredictability would again push more traffic to Reston's already overwhelmed side streets.
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I urge you to avoid raising rates at the main toll plaza. A 25% increase is excessive. It will drive more traffic as people get off and go through Tysons to avoid the main toll. When I return east to McLean I often get
off before the toll and take Spring Hill Road. This move further clogs local traffic and increases greenhouse gasses as we drive an extra 5‐10 minutes to avoid paying the large main toll. Currently if you get on the
toll road in McLean and get off at Route 7 you are only on the toll road for two miles and paying more than $3. Yet there is a plan to raise that further. That makes no sense. How about raising money to support
the project from the developers who are building next to all the new metro exits. They are the ones benefiting from the toll road extension, rather than those of us who jump on in Tysons to avoid local road
congestion. When we visit our friends in Ashburn, this proposal would require us to pay $12 in tolls, simply because we travel west rather than north, south , or east. Just doesn’t seem right. There needs to be
another way to raise funds rather than by excessive road tolls.
HI, It is unacceptable to raise tolling prices for the Dulles toll road as I will discontinue using it if the rate goes about approx. 3.75USD main gate and 1.50usd at the individual gates. Your team hasn't expanded this
road to greater lanes nor have you really done anything to improve it. Thus, you can maintain the road at the current rates and SHOULD widen it with the current financing as there are plenty of users during rush
hour. Feel free to directly contact me for more feedback as I think the rate should be REDUCED to encourage more people to use this road ‐‐ like back to the 1 USD individual gate and the 2.75USD which is fair for
such a great road. Have a great day,
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Lower rates
[Increase the toll rates]: Lower rates
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Make more ezpass lanes.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Yes, offer real carpool rates
Please do not raise the toll for the dulles toll road. I am a government employee that is required to go to work. My salary has not been able to keep up with inflation, and this is another additional daily cost. If
anything, local citizens should be exempt from the toll.
20 years ago it was $.75 to run the Dulles toll road, now you’re proposing $6. That’s some ridiculous rate of inflation. Especially with how people are struggling. What exactly are you planning on doing with this
additional money, a question I have asked every time you increase rates. The way you keep increasing the rates, the freaking toll road should be six lanes wide and there should be no toll booths anywhere. You are
a bunch of price gougers. As soon as they get done widening route 7, watch your vehicle count drop big time. Do better. The proposed hike should be minimal.
To Whom It May Concern: How did we get ourselves into a predicament where an important and major road is owned by a private entity? Where we are at their mercy in regards to how much we have to pay just
to drive the road? At what point do we take back ownership of our own road infrastructure? I am, and always have been, a strong opponent of toll roads of any kind. It's an abhorrent system that caters to the
wealthy, and takes ownership away from the people. The basic freedom to get around has been thus stripped away. Toll roads are never set up with the intention to keep them that way forever, yet it always seems
to happen that they become permanent. There is no positive argument for keeping toll roads other than they can be built more quickly initially and they free up some money for other uses for a brief period of
time. But consider this: toll roads mean that smaller roads get higher traffic use from people who don't want to, or can't, pay a toll. It means more wear and tear on those side roads, more traffic through
neighborhoods, more accidents, more fuel and energy wasted on a longer commute, more pollution, and all of those things equal more cost to government in the long run. The list of arguments against toll roads
runs long, if you would please consider this article https://ww2.motorists.org/issues/tolls/bad‐idea/. I'd honestly pay higher taxes than any tolls. All that said, I cannot speak more strongly against the increase of
tolls. It's an unfair and wretched idea. Eliminate the tolls, take back our roads, that is my request and recommendation. Period. Thank you,

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Please share how the admin fees for pay by plate compare to toll booth operators. Also, I personally do not like pay by plate. It's a huge inconvenience for rental
car users, which are prominent in this area, and it creates confusion in the toll lane.
[Increase the toll rates]: I am unclear why the level of service being offered is going down yet the costs are going up? What will the increased fee pay for? What is our incentive for having an EZ Pass?
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: 1. Northern VA residents already pay more than anyone else going to DC to use a dedicated Toll Road. There is not a no cost option on 267 like there is on 395 or 66, so it is mandatory and
an unfair burden. 2. Raising rates before totally completing construction upgrades on RT. 7 and likely Rt. 193 will make commuting unfairly burdensome as well. I am against this proposed increase and strongly
against instituting it before upgrades on Rt. 7 and Rt. 193 provide a reasonable option to using 267 and paying tolls.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: I support this option.
To whom it may concern, I think that the Metro authority and/or whoever is considering raising the toll prices should be completely ashamed of themselves for taking advantage of DMV area drivers who are
having to pay already outrageously high toll prices in one of the most expensive areas to live in in the entire country and during one of the worst inflations in American history. It is a complete travesty that we are
even having to debate this issue. DMV drivers should not have to pay for the incompetence and inability of Metro to stay under budget on the silver line project. You are already pricing people out of living this
area with the current prices. If you choose to raise the prices, it will further harm lower socioeconomic classes who need to take the Dulles toll road on a daily basis. In my humble opinion, the debate to even raise
toll prices seems like a total cash grab and is totally uncalled for.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: No issue.
[Increase the toll rates]: I think that it is an absolute disgrace that during one of the worst inflation rates in American history that they would try to increase the toll prices. This area is already expensive enough,
you are just going to nickel and dime us even further. You are going to price people out of this area. We shouldn't have to pay for Metro's incompetence and inability to stay within budget on the silver line project.
Metro is absolutely pathetic and so poorly run that no one should have to pay for their mistakes other than Metro.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: The road systems in Northern Virginia are already at Max capacity and are only getting worse thanks to continuous construction programs. People need to be able to use
the Dulles toll road and not be forced out or on off hours.
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Leonard, Sue

A2,B4

45

Lin, Shen

A2

46

Lo, Yu‐Hin

A1

47

Lucas, Jami

A2

48

M, G

A1,B1,C1g,C2d

49

Markoff, Marcia

A2

50

Maxwell, Kelley

A2,C2b

51

McCabe, Mike

A2

52

McClusky, Sara

A1,B4

53

Mcculley, Carolyn

A5

54

Mcculley, Carolyn

A5,B4,C1e,C2c

55

Mcllwee, Ryan

A2

Exhibit B
Comments as Submitted:

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: I have no problem with this plan
[Increase the toll rates]: I moved to Reston long before the construction of the toll road began. At that time, we were told that tolls would only be collected until such time as construction costs were recouped at
which time it would be a free‐to‐travel highway. Don't worry, I never believed that would be the case. If tolls are to be continued, I believe they should be distance sensitive. Don't get me started on the Greenway.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
HI, As a member of the community, I am against the increase of the toll. The increase of toll lanes and toll roads is absolutely unacceptable. The cost of living in this area is already so expensive it's discouraging
many to move out of the area. I suggest our representatives start following community groups and see how upset the community is at large regarding the monetization of practically everything in NOVA.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: The toll is already high as is. Stop using the traffic in our area to fund other public project. If you are not charging extra for metro riders to fund building out 66, then why are you using toll
road to fund building out the Metro? I am strongly against raising the rates especially price it in ALL the way to 2035.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
Is now really the time to increase fares? Wasn’t there already an increase to pay for the Silver Line? That project may be behind but the residents who use the toll road for work and everyday activities should not
carry the cost burden Employers are struggling to keep staff. Increasing the cost of commuting not only hurts employers but it will have a trickle down effect on corporate leasing, restaurants, service stations, and
more Increased commuting costs impacts hiring, compensation, lease agreements and renewals, and more. An increase in tolls would force more employers to consider fully remote staff. Fully remote staff
opens opportunities to hire out of the Northern Virginia region, resulting in lower tax revenue for the state and appeal of Northern Virginia for professionals Increasing tolls has more detrimental effects than can
be justified by the profits projected. Please consider all the ramifications and keep tolls where they are or better yet reduce them back to where they were Thank you
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Let's see some actual statistics on exactly how much more green this is. If my ezpass dies (because they have a limited lifespan and don't alert you!) you better
not charge fees of folks whose plates are found to be tied to an ezpass as that is unfair
[Increase the toll rates]: There have been no public documents on why this increase is being proposed. .. what if people can't make it to the hearing. Unacceptable to not provide justifications. Also, your costs go
down not having to employ toll booth operators, and this toll was not meant to be a forever thing.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: No, but you should consider the noise pollution from the flight paths over neighborhoods that have long been established. Something's changed in the last few years, and it is
extremely upsetting.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Potentially, but I still highly recommend against raising the tolls without adequate justification to your customers in a way that makes them feel like they are getting
something back from it. Consider the tolls like taxes... are you going to expand lanes so there can be better traffic flow? take away the toll either for all on ramps or all off ramps (you should only be doing one or
the other but not both)? How are you giving back to the community with these proposed increased tolls???
We strongly urge you not to increase the fees for the Dulles Toll Road. We live in a 55+ community and live on a fixed income. We need to take the toll road several times a week to help with grandchildren, go to
doctors in Fairfax county, among other things. We are already impacted by the cost of gasoline and inflation. The fee increase you are proposing is SIGNIFICANT. You are no longer paying for people to man the toll
booths. Please reconsider raising the rates. Your timing is just awful!
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Whatever.
[Increase the toll rates]: I will stop using the toll road if rates increase. This is getting out of hand, given that I cannot use the metro for transportation to work even if the stations near my house were open. Stop
charging people more who use the toll road and don't use the metro. It's stupid.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: No
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: All that will do is raise the rates further for those who drive during normal hours. This is 66 all over again.
Hello, This email is in regard to the Dulles toll road toll increase. It’s hard to believe that while people struggle to pay higher costs for everything, gas, food, utilities you also want to increase the toll price again.
Please think of working people who are struggling when you increase prices for them.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: This is fine.
[Increase the toll rates]: Please don’t keep raising rates. Everything is getting more expensive, and having these rates to up (presumably to subsidize a ton of wmata nonsense) would be unfair. Once route 7
construction is done, it would be easy enough to skip the toll road altogether, and that’s what will happen if you keep making it more expensive. The fact that you no long we have to pay people to work it toll
booths should make it less expensive, not more. It feels like we’re always paying for stuff no one asked for and for idiotic media campaigns. Please don’t do this.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
I am strongly opposed to further toll increases on the Dulles Toll Road. Whenever I do use it, the traffic is so light. It's obvious that the community avoids this road and its high tolls, except in critical need. Raising
these tolls will just increase that pattern. Do not punish Loudoun residents with further toll increases.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: I have no issue with using this system
[Increase the toll rates]: I strongly oppose the increased toll rates. The low volume of traffic on this road does not indicate a need for increased tolls. It's obvious that residents avoid paying these tolls already.
Loudoun County residents are unfairly bearing the cost of highways to our region.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: I support all‐electronic toll collection
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Make it more of a discount to travel during off‐peak hours.
I am disappointed to hear of the rate increase. Commuting is already expensive with record gas prices and going to even more if you add $3 to the commute every day. This change is likely to just push more people
to cut throughs and to route 7, just leaving an empty toll road that doesn’t fix the traffic problem. Lastly, the rate increase plans to take effect January 1, 2023. I know that the Silver Line Expansion is supposed to
be opened October 2022, but we have been told it would be open every day for the past 4 years. If the silver line expansion isn’t open, raising the toll is ridiculous as there is no alternative method of
transportation. Please reconsider this rate increase or at least the magnitude of it. A concerned drive
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McMullin, James

A2,C1f

57

Moering , Nicola

A1,B5,C2b

58

Nasmyth , Neigyl

B1

59

Ondeck, Matt

A1

60

Ozeck, Sam

A4,A1,B1,C2a

61

Pappa , Mike

A2

62

Peters, Nicole

A2,C1b,C2a

63

Plunkett, Jeremy

A2,C2a

64

Price, Rose

A2

Exhibit B
Comments as Submitted:

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: This increase is ridiculous! Six dollars one way will cause me to use non toll roads such as Route 7. Guess I have to add to the air pollution and global warming by spending more time idling
in traffic.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Keep the tolls lower so people like me won’t be forced to idle on slower non toll roads.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Unknown.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Since I commute to Mt Vernon I have to use my car. Just another hike is Ridiculous in the beginning we were told that the fee would disappear once the road was
paid for
[Increase the toll rates]: We in Reston are very tired of paying for metro with our toll dollars the toll goes up and up and up rather than going away as we were told when the road was first build
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No raising the toll will cause Rt 7 and other roads to be clogged worse then it is now I think people carpool as much as possible already

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: The recent proposal by the MWAA to increase the toll rates of the Dulles Toll Road (DTR), I oppose the use of administrative fees to collect tolls via "pay‐by‐
plate" because I use my motorcycle nearly every time that I use the toll road and can't place a transponder on the motorcycle without fear it will be damaged by weather, road conditions, or stolen. I also speak on
behalf of other motorcyclists who don't want to have to pay extra fees on top of the tolls each time they use the road because there is no where to put the transponder. In a car, the inside of the windshield is not
an issue for the weather, theft, or damaging paint. A lot of motorcycles do not have windshields and if they do, they are often not very large at all. Needless to say, there isn't an enclosed space on motorcycles to
place the transponder and nothing stopping somebody from stealing it. Heavy rain, dirt, rocks from the road, wind, and so many other things can damage the transponder as well, which is an unnecessary cost to
riders and the MWAA. They could even end up coming off due to the weathering of the adhesive and fly off of a motorcycle. If anybody is forced to place the transponder on a painted surface, the paint will
definitely become damaged, decreasing the value of the motorcycle and also being a nuisance to the owner. There is also the fact that it can be discriminatory against riders because we wouldn't be able to
responsibly and reasonably place the transponder on the bike, resulting in paying higher prices compared to cars. This would be incredibly unfair, especially considering that motorcycles cause less damage to the
road due to less weight, saving space due to smaller sizes, and even helping reach the goal of reduced emissions related to climate change. For all of these reasons, I oppose these administrative fees and do not
think that they should apply.
[Increase the toll rates]: BLANK
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
The proposed 20% toll increase is incredibly obnoxious and out of line. Under no circumstances should the cost of the Silver Line be paid for by individuals not using the Metro.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: It is unclear why you are taking away the option for people without EZPass to pay for free, which is now available, and moving to an option where you take away
current infrastructure and penalize them for not having EZpass
[Increase the toll rates]: The rate of increase seems like a very large percentage, especially given the significant delays in getting the silver line extension to Dulles running on time. No justification is provided why
the users of the toll road should bear such a significant burden of the cost overruns, as opposed to, for example, the project managers, the contractors, and the Commonwealth, which allowed the cost overruns to
continue. Some increase seems appropriate, especially given inflation, but this increase seems too large.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: It would probably have minimal effect, but there seems to be little downside.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: What study has been performed on the impact of the toll increases to the surrounding public road system between Tyson’s and Dulles Airport. Specific roads such as Sunset and Sunrise,
RT123, hunter mills, lawyers and Vale Roads. How will the neighborhood roads be protected from the expected increase in traffic from non residents (vehicle drivers not living, working or visiting in that
neighborhood) resulting from vehicles that avoid the higher toll cost? Will funding from the toll increase be allocated to compensate residents who’s quiet enjoyment is impacted and disrupted by the effects of the
toll increase?
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: Is already almost impossible to afford to live here. Increasing the cost of the toll road will increase that burden.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Lower tolls for electric vehicles
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Yes
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: No comment
[Increase the toll rates]: I advocate strongly against increasing the toll rates for the use of the Dulles Toll Road. This toll road is already one of the most expensive in the area. There is also no HOV+ benefit on this
toll road unlike nearby toll roads. This steep increase will make the backroads even more congested. If the Dulles Toll Road is moving to an all automatically system, it would seem that the rates do not need to
increase as costs will be significantly reduced.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: No comment
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Yes, anything would help!
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: It’s already too expensive, will start looking for alternatives
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
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Quan, Alice
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66

Reid, Ken

A3
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[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: The toll road is already expensive—this on top of gas prices.
[Increase the toll rates]: Would like to see the prices not go up.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: NA
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No because it is difficult to find someone who carpools to the same places at the same time.
Dear Jack I have been living in Mclean since January so I use the toll road with greater frequency I was very concerned about the huge jump in tolls,especially given the amount people have to pay for gas , food, etc.
But it seems from what I read that you 're in a jam with cost overruns for Phase 2 of the rail project. May I suggest that you stage the increase in increments ‐‐ i.e. 25 cents Jan 1, 25 cents 2023, etc. So people don't
have to swallow the big hit all at once? I had wanted to attend the hearings to suggest this idea, but was unable to. Can you also refinance the debt, to pay a lower rate, or not? Please make my comments part of
the record. I would appreciate a response on whether this idea is feasible. Thank you and kind regards!

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: None.
[Increase the toll rates]: Do not raise the rates on 267. The Virginians living along the toll road should not have to pay for a Metro line that is significantly late and over budget because of MWAA incompetence.
Plus, most users of 267 will not use the Metro since it doesn’t go where the jobs are.
A1,C1a,C2c,C2f
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Build a bike lane along 267.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Off peak should be free. HOV should be free. Motorcycles should be free. Put HOT lanes on the access road. The current strategy of fleecing Virginians just pushes traffic
onto local roads.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: I think switching to electronic tolling is a good thing. I think two other changes should be made at the same time. The first is to even out the charges across the
road. Why is the main toll plaza so much more expensive, once you have electronic tolling you could charge based on the distance driven on the toll road, rather than everyone paying the same amount even if you
only drive a short distance. Additionally, I think there should be a reduced fare for HOV drivers. Many other roads in the area now support different prices for HOV drivers so this should be easy to implement.
[Increase the toll rates]: Same comments as before: The first is to even out the charges across the road. Why is the main toll plaza so much more expensive, once you have electronic tolling you could charge based
on the distance driven on the toll road, rather than everyone paying the same amount even if you only drive a short distance. Additionally, I think there should be a reduced fare for HOV drivers. Many other roads
A2,B4,C2c,C2f
in the area now support different prices for HOV drivers so this should be easy to implement.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Yes I think there should be HOV incentives as well as off‐peak incentives.

67

Rice, Matthew

68

Rice, Peter

69

Richardson , Heather

A2,B4,C1e,C2c

70

Riley, Robert

A5,B5,C1f,C2b

71

S, S

A2

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Build it into the price of pay by plate option. Not everyone should be penalized.
[Increase the toll rates]: It’s already high enough that we avoid as much as possible. Stop making it more difficult to get around locally.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Have drive thru at relatively normal speeds. Slowing to 35mph is even crazy. They can read speeds up in the 45/55 range.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Yes. Have off peak hours, local trip discounts, etc. We usually only have 3 people (our family) when we dare pay the huge toll.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: No more fees
[Increase the toll rates]: Toll rates are too high to begin with and not necessary to maintain roads
[Potential environmental initiatives]: No more fees
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No more fees
I am opposed to the 2022 toll increase for Dulles toll road as proposed by MWAA. The current toll is already high enough and was increased not too long ago. I commute five days a week through the Dulles toll
road and such, the proposed increase will add undue burden to my already strained budget as I am on a fixed salary. Moreover, with the increase in gas prices recently, this increase will be too strenuous to my
budget. I never used the metro for commuting or general trips. So, it's unfair to ask me to shoulder the cost burden of a project that I will never use and for which I never voted for.

A2,B4,C1a,C2e

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: This is fine as the users have ths option to go with ez pass.
[Increase the toll rates]: This is going to drive more traﬃc to local roads. 66 and 50 are going to get congestes. People will start driving into local roads. The way to increase the revenue ia to allow more usage.
Have tiered pricing. Off peak hours reduce the toll.weekends reduce the toll.so more people would use it and there will be revenue increase.
[Poten al environmental ini a ves]: All elwctronic toll collec on is preferred. Keep the public transporta on free of toll. Have a separate bus corridor which allows be er connec vity
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Partner with local companies to have the van pool or bus pool. Thia will help people to commute together and also reduce the need for local connectivity.

72

Sankararaman, Siva

73

Santiago, Pat

A2,B1,C1f,C2b

74

Scarboro, Tawanya

A2

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Why are you coming up with all different ways to collect money versus provide the transportation that was promised when all these developers came in and
built huge apartment town houses and businesses. They should be paying tolls and the toll road should be free
[Increase the toll rates]: Please do not keep increasing the toll on the toll road. When I moved here in 1992 I was told they would get rid of the toll and all they’ve ever done is continue to increase it to the point
where I can’t even go from Ruston to Tysons without it costing 475 which is ridiculous and as I approach might seem New Year’s I don’t want to stay in this area anymore because there’s no roads to help me get
around.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Remove all tolls on toll road and then it won’t have the environmental impact
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No
Hello. Thank you accepting public comments regarding the Dulles Toll Road. My husband and I are against the price increase for the toll plaza near exit 16. The reason we are against it is because the economy has
not rebounded and gas is very expensive. By increasing the toll, the message it sends is greed and lack of empathy for residents, commuters, and travelers through our area. Silver Line Comment The continued
delays to open the Silver Line has been frustrating. Citizens who pay taxes are once again given the short end of the stick accompanied by reasons and excuses for years of delays. Traffic needs to be eased on Route
7 to/from Ashburn, Leesburg, and Winchester. With the construction of the Route 7 expansion, opening the line would decrease traffic in an overly congested area. We implore you to show empathy and honesty
while working to improve transportation routes and options. Thank you for accepting our comments.
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The Authority is seeing input, questions and comments for the upcoming hearing on its proposed rate increase. My question/comment: It seems at odds for the Authority to be seeking an increase in toll rates when
repair work and other work along the DTR has been delayed and communication from staff, lacking. For example, for nearly a month, the 3rd EZ Pass lane from the left, on the East Bound Main Plaza 78 has been
closed, due to damaged caused by an accident on/about the 17th of June. I have contacted DTR staff several times but have not been given an accurate response on why there is a delay in the repair and when the
repair will be completed. Because of the highway‐speed approaches to these lanes, the closure presents a clear risk that appears to be unresolved. In a similar manner, there right lanes on the Access Highway,
from Chain Bridge Road, leading to the Westbound Main Plaza 77 are blocked‐off with Orange Barrels and Concrete Barriers. These closures create choke points, as people are re‐gaining rates of speed and others
are trying to quickly merge left to access the Dulles Access Road. No staff member has been able to respond as to the timing of this work or what it is seeking to achieve. It is hard to understand why a rate increase
would be justifiable, when one cannot get clear, direct answers from staff on these simple, yet safety‐critical questions.

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: I do not think the MWAA should charge an administrative fee for using "pay‐by‐plate" on the Dulles Toll Road (DTR). There are plenty of drivers from outside of
Northern Virginia who infrequently use the DTR and so will not purchase an E‐ZPass. They should not have to purchase an E‐ZPass in order to use the DTR without incurring a fine. Additionally, you have residents
from D.C., Maryland, and a number of other States who use the DTR. The farther away they are traveling from, the less likely they are to have even heard of an E‐ZPass, much less own one. They do not deserve to
be punished with an "administrative fee", the DTR tolls are expensive enough as they are. You should keep coin‐operated toll booths. You could put up advertising on and around the toll booths to help offset the
cost of maintaining the coin‐operated booths. Many Washington Metro stations feature advertisements around each Metro stop. Why not do the same at toll booths? You have a captive audience with the people
who have to pay with coins. Drivers who use an E‐ZPass would also see advertisements if those advertisements were placed properly. Advertising revenues could help pay for not only coin‐operated toll booths, but
could also be used to offset toll increases if you allowed advertising along different stretches of the DTR.
[Increase the toll rates]: I strongly disagree with the proposed increased in tolls for 2023 and every five years thereafter until 2048. I believe there are many ways the MWAA could pay for its infrastructure projects
without increasing tolls in 2023 or beyond. The Dulles Toll Road (DTR) was originally built and maintained by Virginia taxpayer money via VDOT. It was owned and operated by VDOT from 1984 until 2008 when it
was turned over to the MWAA. The MWAA raising tolls to help pay for its seemingly indefinite "infrastructure projects" appears to be a way for the MWAA to turn a profit at the taxpayer's expense. Virginians
already paid for this road and now we need to pay more in order to support these infrastructure projects that were agreed upon years ago? That does not make sense. Virginia, and the United States as a whole, are
suffering from both inflation and a recession. Virginian needs have changed. Even without inflation and recession, I question the necessity for any sort of increase in DTR tolls. I am not entirely familiar with the
multitude of infrastructure projects the MWAA wants to pay for, but I am confident that the vast majority of Virginians who utilize the DTR would like those projects to be reduced in scope and cost, so as to keep
the tolls low. I suggest the MWAA offer another "public comments period" where they list off all their infrastructure projects that are driving up the tolls on the DTR. They can provide information on each project
and its estimated time of completion and how much it is driving up the DTR tolls. Then the MWAA could take a poll of drivers to see what projects need to be continued, changed, reduced, or done away with
entirely in order to keep the tolls reasonable. Again, I do not support the DTR toll increase. I support a reduction in the scope of MWAA projects in order to prevent any sort of toll increase in 2023 or beyond. The
MWAA was given ownership of the DTR in order to better serve the needs of Virginia, D.C. , Maryland, and all other residents who utilize the DTR. Raising tolls is never a good option when an organization is
supposed to be looking out for the benefit of the average citizen.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: I do not believe the move to all‐electronic toll collection is being pursued by the MWAA for environmental reasons. I believe that doing away with coin‐operated toll booths is a
way to reduce overhead and thus increase MWAA revenue. The MWAA should keep at least one coin‐operated toll booth at every toll entrance and exit to the Dulles Toll Road, in order to better serve those
customers who do not have an E‐ZPass. If you are truly looking for ways to help the environment, there are small wind turbines that have been used to harness wind power from traffic. As the DTR is a popular
route, you could try placing these small turbines along the DTR to generate electricity which you could then run back into the power grid and receive money from through net metering.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Yes, I believe both of those offerings would encourage Dulles Toll Road (DTR) customers to carpool or travel during off‐peak hours. Another incentive would be to lower
the tolls (for all drivers) during off‐peak hours, somewhat similar to the I‐66 Express Lanes.
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I do not think the MWAA should charge an administrative fee for using "pay‐by‐plate" on the Dulles Toll Road (DTR). There are plenty of drivers from outside of Northern Virginia who infrequently use the DTR. They
should not have to purchase an E‐ZPass in order to use the DTR without incurring a fine. Additionally, you have residents from D.C., Maryland, and a number of other States who use the DTR. The farther away they
are traveling from, the less likely they are to have even heard of an E‐ZPass. They do not deserve to be punished with an "administrative fee", the DTR tolls are expensive enough as they are. You should keep coin‐
operated toll booths. You could put up advertising on and around the toll booths to help offset the cost of maintaining the coin‐operated booths. Many Washington Metro stations feature advertisements around
each Metro stop. Why not do the same at toll booths? You have a captive audience with the people who have to pay with coins. Drivers who use an E‐ZPass would also see advertisements if they were placed
properly. Advertising revenues could help pay for not only coin‐operated toll booths, but could also be used to offset toll increases if you allowed advertising along different stretches of the DTR. I strongly disagree
with the proposed increased in tolls for 2023 and every five years thereafter until 2048. I believe there are many ways the MWAA could pay for its infrastructure projects without increasing tolls in 2023 or beyond.
The Dulles Toll Road (DTR) was originally built and maintained by Virginia taxpayer money via VDOT. It was owned and operated by VDOT from 1984 until 2008 when it was turned over to the MWAA.
The MWAA raising tolls to help pay for its seemingly indefinite "infrastructure projects" seems like a way for the MWAA to turn a profit at the taxpayer's expense. Virginians already paid for this road and now we
need to pay more in order to support these infrastructure projects that were agreed upon years ago? Virginia, and the United States as a whole, are suffering from both inflation and a recession. Virginian needs
have changed. Even without inflation and recession, I question the necessity for any sort of increase in DTR tolls. I am not entirely familiar with the multitude of infrastructure projects the MWAA wants to pay for,
but I am confident that the vast majority of Virginians who utilize the DTR would like those projects to be reduced in scope and cost, so as to keep the tolls low. I suggest the MWAA offer another "public comments
period" where they list off all their infrastructure projects that are driving up the tolls on the DTR. They can provide information on each project and its estimated time of completion and how much it is driving up
the DTR tolls. Then the MWAA could take a poll of drivers to see what projects need to be continued, changed, reduced, or done away with entirely in order to keep the tolls low. Again, I do not support the DTR
toll increase. I support a reduction in the scope of MWAA projects in order to prevent any sort of toll increase in 2023 or beyond. The MWAA was given ownership of the DTR in order to better serve the needs of
Virginia, D.C. , Maryland, and all other citizens who utilize the DTR. Raising tolls is never a good option when an organization is supposed to be looking out for the benefit of the average citizen.
I do not believe the move to all‐electronic toll collection is being pursued by the MWAA for environmental reasons. I believe that doing away with coin‐operated toll booths is a way to reduce overhead and
increase profits. The MWAA should keep at least one coin‐operated toll booth at every toll entrance and exit to the Dulles Toll Road, in order to better serve those customers who do not have an E‐ZPass.
If you are truly looking for ways to help the environment, there are small wind turbines that have been used to harness wind power from traffic. As the DTR is a popular route, you could try placing these small
turbines along the DTR to generate electricity which you could then run back into the power grid and receive money from through net metering. Yes, I believe both of those offerings would encourage Dulles Toll
Road (DTR) customers to carpool or travel during off‐peak hours. Another incentive would be to lower the tolls (for all drivers) during off‐peak hours, somewhat similar to the I‐66 Express Lanes.

### after last second edits ####
COMMENTS ON PROPOSED COLLECTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE FEES FOR USING “PAY‐BY‐PLATE” ON THE DULLES TOLL ROAD I do not think the MWAA should charge an administrative fee for using "pay‐by‐plate" on
the Dulles Toll Road (DTR). There are plenty of drivers from outside of Northern Virginia who infrequently use the DTR and so will not purchase an E‐ZPass. They should not have to purchase an E‐ZPass in order to
use the DTR without incurring a fine. Additionally, you have residents from D.C., Maryland, and a number of other States who use the DTR. The farther away they are traveling from, the less likely they are to have
even heard of an E‐ZPass, much less own one. They do not deserve to be punished with an "administrative fee", the DTR tolls are expensive enough as they are. You should keep coin‐operated toll booths. You
could put up advertising on and around the toll booths to help offset the cost of maintaining the coin‐operated booths. Many Washington Metro stations feature advertisements around each Metro stop. Why not
do the same at toll booths? You have a captive audience with the people who have to pay with coins. Drivers who use an E‐ZPass would also see advertisements if those advertisements were placed properly.
Advertising revenues could help pay for not only coin‐operated toll booths, but could also be used to offset toll increases if you allowed advertising along different stretches of the DTR.
COMMENTS ON PROPOSED CHANGE TO REGULATIONS TO INCREASE TOLL RATES FOR USE OF THE DULLES TOLL ROAD I strongly disagree with the proposed increased in tolls for 2023 and every five years
thereafter until 2048. I believe there are many ways the MWAA could pay for its infrastructure projects without increasing tolls in 2023 or beyond. The Dulles Toll Road (DTR) was originally built and maintained by
Virginia taxpayer money via VDOT. It was owned and operated by VDOT from 1984 until 2008 when it was turned over to the MWAA. The MWAA raising tolls to help pay for its seemingly indefinite "infrastructure
projects" appears to be a way for the MWAA to turn a profit at the taxpayer's expense. Virginians already paid for this road and now we need to pay more in order to support these infrastructure projects that were
agreed upon years ago? That does not make sense. Virginia, and the United States as a whole, are suffering from both inflation and a recession. Virginian needs have changed. Even without inflation and recession, I
question the necessity for any sort of increase in DTR tolls. I am not entirely familiar with the multitude of infrastructure projects the MWAA wants to pay for, but I am confident that the vast majority of Virginians
who utilize the DTR would like those projects to be reduced in scope and cost, so as to keep the tolls low. I suggest the MWAA offer another "public comments period" where they list off all their infrastructure
projects that are driving up the tolls on the DTR. They can provide information on each project and its estimated time of completion and how much it is driving up the DTR tolls. Then the MWAA could take a poll of
drivers to see what projects need to be continued, changed, reduced, or done away with entirely in order to keep the tolls reasonable. Again, I do not support the DTR toll increase. I support a reduction in the
scope of MWAA projects in order to prevent any sort of toll increase in 2023 or beyond. The MWAA was given ownership of the DTR in order to better serve the needs of Virginia, D.C. , Maryland, and all other
residents who utilize the DTR. Raising tolls is never a good option when an organization is supposed to be looking out for the benefit of the average citizen.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES. CONVERTING TO ALL‐ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION, FOR EXAMPLE, WILL REDUCE HARMFUL EMISSIONS FROM VEHICLES IDLING AT TOLL PLAZAS. ARE THERE OTHER
POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES RELATED TO THE OPERATION OR MAINTENANCE OF THE DULLES TOLL ROAD THAT SHOULD BE EXPLORED? I do not believe the move to all‐electronic toll collection is being
pursued by the MWAA for environmental reasons. I believe that doing away with coin‐operated toll booths is a way to reduce overhead and thus increase MWAA revenue. The MWAA should keep at least one coin‐
operated toll booth at every toll entrance and exit to the Dulles Toll Road, in order to better serve those customers who do not have an E‐ZPass. If you are truly looking for ways to help the environment, there are
small wind turbines that have been used to harness wind power from traffic. As the DTR is a popular route, you could try placing these small turbines along the DTR to generate electricity which you could then run
back into the power grid and receive money from through net metering.
DTR CUSTOMER INCENTIVES. WOULD OFFERING TOLL CREDITS OR OTHER FINANCIAL INCENTIVES BE AN EFFECTIVE WAY TO ENCOURAGE DULLES TOLL ROAD CUSTOMERS TO CARPOOL OR TRAVEL DURING OFF‐
PEAK HOURS? Yes, I believe both of those offerings would encourage Dulles Toll Road (DTR) customers to carpool or travel during off‐peak hours. Another incentive would be to lower the tolls (for all drivers) during
off‐peak hours, somewhat similar to the I‐66 Express Lanes.
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FINAL THOUGHTS I believe increasing tolls will ultimately cause the MWAA to lose money on the DTR as less people will utilize the DTR. Even if drives utilize it, they will drive on it less overall the more the tolls go
up. The same goes with getting rid of being able to pay with exact change. Word will spread to those who don't have E‐ZPasses and those people will find other routes instead of paying the toll and administrative
fee. I suggest utilizing advertising on exact change booths to offset the money needed to keep those running. You could set it so that the traffic gate/toll gate raises slowly after the exact change is paid so that you
can ensure those drivers have to look at the advertisements for 5‐7 seconds. Just set the toll gate to raise as slow as you want people to be required to view advertisements If you don't want to pay to set up ad
space, you could invite businesses to pay the overhead to install advertising stations and they would get free advertising for a certain amount of time to pay off the investment they made until the advertising
stations or technology is paid off. You should also utilize not just the toll booths, but also the metro stations (outside and inside)...facing traffic and facing metro riders on inside of station, to generate advertising
revenue to offset cost of DTR infrastructure projects. Again, you could have interested businesses invest money to build out the necessary advertising space/technology and then get sole use of that until their
investment was paid off by showing their ads. Then you use that ad space/venue/technology for multiple companies and use that money to offset the "necessary" increase in tolls. Last idea would be to increase
the rate metro users pay , at least during rush over, for those who use the stops along the DTR.....the stops paid for by DTR tolls. It doesn't make sense for the DTR drivers to bear the burden of the cost, not all of
them utilize the metro. The metero users should pay some as well. So if they leave from or arrive to a DTR adjacent metro station, they should pay an extra fee to offset the increased tolls.

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: The tolls in the DMV area are terribly. It can cost up to $30 /day for getting around this area. 66 is really expensive. 95 isn’t free, either. If you need to go to more
than one place each day, the tolls fees are adding up a big expense. No, don’t increase. This is a terrible time to do so. Inflation is terribly high. Stock market is down. Housing and interests rates are way higher than
before. Food prices and gas prices are terribly high. People are having hard time to get by.
[Increase the toll rates]: No
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Why are paying more to make it easier for the authority to collect fees?
[Increase the toll rates]: It was our understanding that the last toll increases were to pay for the building of the metro. The metro is built so tolls should be coming down. Also, this will push more traffic on to
secondary roads which is the excat opposite of the goal which is to reduce traffic on secondary streets.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: How about a simple solution: Lower rates. Isn’t it during rush hour that we especially want to keep our secondary routes free of commuter traffic?
Instead of increasing the toll, MWAA should consider lower it so more people will use the toll. Toll road 267 is under utilized most of time due to its high toll rate. Lowering the toll could end up increasing the
revenue when more people will use the toll road.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: This is absolutely ridiculous! We pay so much in taxes to live on the state of Virginia. I am honestly thinking about just relocating to Maryland because at this
point this state does not care about its residents.
[Increase the toll rates]: Sometimes I use to toll, but for the most part I take take the long way. When you do the math on how much you guys are collecting EVERY SINGLE DAY, the question remains: where is the
money going to?
[Potential environmental initiatives]: N/A
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: N/A
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: I think this is a fine idea
[Increase the toll rates]: Please please don't increase the toll rate. It is already extremely expensive to use and I can only do so on rare occasions. With an increase, I and many others won't be able to use this road
at all and every other road will become congested. The uptick in traffic will then mean that these roads fall into worse condition and likely won't be fixed or maintained as they should be. This will just be a disaster
all around! Strongly STRONGLY against
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
I am writing to address the proposed increase in tolls for the Dulles toll road. If the purpose of the increase is to fund metro construction and its eventual maintenance, tolls should be collected from drivers using
the airport access road as well. There is simply no credible reason to continue allowing airport drivers a free ride when the metro is being extended to the airport. If environmental and sustainability are areas of
concern there needs to be a compelling reason to not charge drivers to travel to the airport. I can not think of one. The tolls to and from the airport should be at least as high as the toll lanes.
My Comments: I'm a Virginia & Fairfax County resident & taxpayer. I DO NOT agree with any increase in Dulles Tolls. WMAA has to cleanup its act which includes all, waste, fraud, abuse, neglect. Fairfax &
Loudoun county drivers should not be expected to pay increased tolls! This is VERY unfair & disturbing & questionable to say the least??? Hmmmmm?? Makes me wonder what & who's behind this toll
increase??? Operate within your budget & distribute EQUITABLY levied toll increases OR Shut down. Force upper level staff to take a 3% decrease in pay in order to operate within your budget. Look around for
cost savings, use jail Labor, cut the fat, THINK & stop raiding the pockets of N. Virginia commuters & toll users NOW! Toll increases SUCK, especially, levied unfairly & without regard for those most hurt by toll
increases & who WILL suffer the most pain & financial loss! Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
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[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: It's reasonable to charge fees to drivers who don't use ez‐pass, because it's so easy to get an ez‐pass – except for rental cars. It's not fair for rental companies to
charge their customers to have an ez‐pass in the car, because it just makes toll traffic worse for everyone else if the renters decide not to pay the extra fee.
[Increase the toll rates]: The current ramp toll is acceptable ($1.50) and should not be raised. The current main line plaza rate ($3.25) is already too high and definitely shouldn't be raised. $3.25 for a 2‐mile stretch
of road is unreasonable. It leads to unnecessary traffic in Tysons and McLean (particularly along Lewisville Rd) as people use local roads to skip that plaza and then get back on the toll road. The toll should be
lowered to encourage people to take the highway and free up the local roads! Any increase will only lead to more traffic around the highway.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: If the main plaza toll was lower during off‐peak hours, I would certainly use it more.
Hello, I am completely against any toll increase on the Dulles Toll Road. The toll is already incredibly expensive compared to similar toll roads around the country (per mile) and adding another $2.50 per round trip,
especially in this fiscal climate is absurd. In addition, the commuters who pay the toll most likely will receive little to no benefit from the Silver Line extension when (if) it is finally opened. Not to mention the terrible
management of the Silver Line extension program, constant cost overruns, and the overall unreliability and safety issues behind WAMATA. Why are we continuing to fund and pay for cost overruns and poor
management? The purpose of the toll road is to construct the Silver line. While this is and was an admirable goal, it is not something that all other residents should pay for. The Silver Line has been rampant with
cost overunns and substandard work. Each phase has seen hundreds of millions in overruns and just this July another $250 million has to be spent for a project that will never have the ridership levels to pay for it.
These are two of the many articles on the subject: https://dcist.com/story/22/07/19/silver‐line‐cost‐additional‐250‐million/ https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/new‐audit‐faults‐lack‐of‐
effective‐oversight‐new‐problems‐with‐phase‐2‐of‐silver‐line/2020/03/05/cf17f61a‐5f0d‐11ea‐b29b‐9db42f7803a7_story.html. I mean come on, there was subpar concrete used on the stations, which would only
increase lifecycle costs to the Metro. When will the bleeding stop, and when will the average commuter who will ultimately not benefit from the Silver Line finally stop having to shoulder the burden of this
catastrophe? The Silver Line will most likely not be used by a majority of the commuters who currently use the toll road. The station locations, duration to travel onto DC, consistent unreliability and safety issues
with WAMATA, and even the price of the Metro all make it prohibitive. It is already significantly more efficient to travel by car to a station closer (like on the Orange line), or just Drive to DC or one of the other
locations than it is to travel on the Silver Line. Why are commuters who have little hope of using or benefiting from the Silver Line still funding it? I have no issue with the Airport Authority collecting an
administrative fee for pay by plate. There is an obvious added expense for people and equipment, this does seems reasonable. If the operators of the toll road need to increase revenue I would propose two other
options. The first, is to no longer make the direct access to and from the Airport free. A nominal fee or the full price can be used to make up additional revenue. Second, toll dodgers that use the free access to and
from the airport, but who are not actually conducting airport business should be sought after more often and penalized for their theft. Offering toll credits for off peak travel is a valid possibility (for example on
weekend travel). However, it is unreasonable to expect it for weekday travel. Commuters need to use this road to travel to/from the DC area for work. Discounted tolls outside of these hours may be nice, but I am
against raising the price for the normal commuting hours. Thank you for your consideration.

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: This is the only cost increase I am comfortable with. There's no reason for travelers not to get an EZPass to travel in this area, so if you must increase any price
THIS is where you should do so.
[Increase the toll rates]: I have lived in Reston for 14 years and have used the toll road to get back and forth from my job and extended family. In the time I have lived there, the prices have increased at the main
toll plaza by $2.50 and $1 at the entry and exit tolls – totaling $9 a day. This increase has outpaced inflation for years and to increase the toll again when there are no longer toll operators to be paid for as inflation
and gas prices are crushing travelers to begin with, is immoral and reprehensible. DO NOT increase the toll road rates.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: No
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
Stop the price hike! It is already far too expensive to travel on this road. No more rate hikes! Stop spending money and you won’t have to raise the price.
Hello, Please, please do not raise tolls at this time. Cost of living has slammed us recently and it is a struggle to keep up. As a retired long time Herndon area resident I do use the toll road for various destinations
and paying more will be a hardship. Now is NOT the time to do this to people.
MWAA assumed control of the Dulles Toll Road and was given authority to raise tolls on the 14 mile stretch." WHY must the residents of Loudoun County pay for the airport through their tolls ? I travel everyday on
267 and pay tolls everyday , but only fly from Dulles airport once or twice a year . NO more toll increases or a discount for residents of Loudoun County. Maybe a Senior Citizen discount not income related . MAYBE
you should charge tolls for all those traveling in the "Toll Free Lane " . Your just inconsiderate and not fair !
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: No Comment.
[Increase the toll rates]: I believe that the toll rate should actually be decreased. With the continued construction on Route 7, we, in Great Falls, are seeing more and more vehicles using our back roads to
circumvent not only the construction issues but also, the main toll booth. If a vehicle can use Georgetown Pike or cut through using Walker or Towlston Roads or any other thruway to Old Dominion or Georgetown
Pike, they can avoid paying any toll at all. This is happening more and more. Our roads in Great Falls are only two lane, with no shoulders, and little room for error. Vehicles are going through stop signs ‐ and
sometimes not even seeing them ‐ in their attempt to avoid Route 7 traffic and the toll. At the very least, could this rate increase be put off until Route 7 construction is completed? It is bad enough to lose our land
to more and more housing construction but adding daily commuters makes living in Great Falls a very different place than it was even two years ago! I would have to assume that other localities and neighborhoods
are experiencing similar issues.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: No Comment
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Not going to happen. People like the freedom of their own cars. This has been proven over and over despite attempts such as building the 495 and 95 toll lanes. As for
using the Metro ‐ it would help if there were other parking decks near the Tysons Corner Metro, besides the one at the Mall.
BECAUSE OF HIGHER HOUSING AND OTHER LIVING COSTS IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA, LOWER INCOME PEOPLE HERE DESERVE SIMILAR OR GREATER CONSIDERATION FOR A TOLL RATE REDUCTION PROGRAM ON
DULLES TOLL ROAD, I 66 AND I 95/395. DOES THE COMMONWEALTH PLAN TO CONSIDER LOWER TOLLS FOR QUALIFIED COMMUTERS IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA? IF SO, WHEN? IF NOT, WHY NOT?
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COMMENTS TO METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON AIRPORTS AUTHORITY ON PROPOSED DULLES TOLL ROAD RATE SETTING 2022 TO WHOM IT CONCERNS: For some 15 years, the Metropolitan Washington Airports
Authority has controlled operations of the Dulles Toll Road pursuant to an agreement with the Commonwealth of Virginia which has also governed the construction of the Dulles Rail Project, now known as the
Silver Line. The projected capital cost of constructing the Silver Line has more than doubled to over $6 billion (excluding parking garages) since the 2004 Final Environmental Impact Statement. Phase 1 of the Silver
Line was opened for public service in July 2014 but post opening construction modifications continued for another seven years or more. Significant construction challenges existed for Phase 1 including bridges over
the Capital Beltway, the Dulles Airport Access Road and Toll Road plus elevated sections and a tunnel in Tysons Corner. Numerous construction plus utility easements and relocations were required. The Phase 1
project team managed these challengers well for the most part. Given the project experience gained from constructing Phase 1, it seemed likely that Phase 2 offered less construction risks and challenges. Instead,
it seems that MWAA project management leadership and oversight plus construction quality control of construction has failed repeatedly resulting in a project that is now at least four years late in completion.
Most of the failure is the responsibility of MWAA and its Dulles Corridor Advisory Committee. The DCAC was created by Virginia and local bureaucrats in 2007 to include only political leaders rather than technically
qualified people such as experienced engineers and construction management personnel. Also, the politicians willfully excluded any representative of the Dulles Toll Road users even though, without public
hearing in Northern Virginia, the DTR share of capital costs more than tripled. Moreover, as an example of the dictatorship which has prevailed at MWAA in the last 15 years, the public has been denied any
opportunity to speak or ask questions about the Silver Line and its construction at DCAC meetings.. Now we are told, without prior public notice, that DTR users are to pay 75% of any Phase 2 project costs overruns ‐
even though most of the overruns were caused by the actions of MWAA, its contractors and sub‐contractors. I well remember being told in 2016 that at the monthly Silver Line Phase 2 project progress meetings,
senior members of MWAA, Washington Metropolitan Ares Transit Authority and others responsible for project management were often absent. In 2012, Lori Aratani of the Washington Post, who has reported on
MWAA for about 15 years, and I were refused access to a monthly progress meeting The Dulles Corridor Advisory Committee (“DCAC”) is an eight‐member committee established by the Permit and Operating
Agreement between the Virginia Department of Transportation (“VDOT”) and the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority (“Airports Authority”). Under the Permit and Operating Agreement, VDOT has
authorized the Airports Authority, for a 50‐year period beginning on November 1, 2008, to operate the Dulles Toll Road (“DTR"), to set toll rates for the DTR and to collect tolls from DTR users. The DCAC’s function
is to provide advice to the Airports Authority on any changes to DTR toll rates, and on issues related to the management, improvement and expansion of the Dulles Corridor. The DCAC is to meet at least two times
a year, unless its members otherwise agree. Next DCAC Meeting The Dulles Corridor Advisory Committee (DCAC) will next meet on Thursday, September 22, 2022 at 9:30AM EST and will be accessible to the public.
A Media Advisory will be published prior to the meeting.
I have several recommendations about future Dulles Toll Road toll policies: 1. Discounts to toll rates should be offered to regular commuters who pay in advance using E Z Pass. 2. Further discounts to toll rates
should be offered to low an moderate income residents of Fairfax and Loudoun counties in a manner similar to the discounts in effect for residents of Norfolk and Portsmouth using the Midtown Tunnel.
Unfortunately, I broke my spectacles tonight and am unable to continue with this message. I will submit additional comments later this week. Thank you for your consideration

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Asking we who live in the area and use the toll road regularly to fund pay by plate is insulting. The additional revenue generated by pay by plate should pay for
the system itself or it should be scrapped.
[Increase the toll rates]: Another toll increase is a regressive tax on those who can least afford it. Public roads should be publicly funded and freely available to all. I do not think rates should be raised.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
Would the MWAA consider delaying the toll raise? The current economic outlook for the country isn't the best and in your presentation you mentioned that the MWAA would have to consider implementing
another toll raise if its not implemented now.
What portion of the toll increase will be used to cover mismanagement of the metrorail project that is 4 years behind schedule? Why should I have to pay for this level of bureaucratic incompetence?
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: What is the true difference in administration cost and is it accurately reflected in the fee? Why does any fee exist, a license plate based system seems easier and
more convenient then a unique dedicated system.
[Increase the toll rates]: BLANK
[Potential environmental initiatives]: Add express bus line from Tyson's to Dulles. This would encourage public transit by allowing passengers to get to the airport via public much faster then non‐express train
service. This could also stop at the terminal increasing adoption.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: BLANK
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Maybe. Raise tolls higher to discourage single‐occupancy vehicle travel.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: if you are using pay‐by‐plate your fees should be higher. But those paying by pass should not have to increase to offset the fees.
[Increase the toll rates]: Stop, do not increase fees.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Yes
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: Why are the users of the Toll Road always paying for the Metro? I understand that the original plan was to phase out the toll but why can't the users of the Metro pay for the Metro?
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No
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[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: I’m against it. People will try to go through coin lanes to avoid the fee and cause congestion. Also, the sensors seem to be having issues—on every trip I’ve made
over the past 6 months, someone is stopped because their EZ Pass isn’t being read. I don’t trust that a pay‐by‐plate system will charge drivers accurately.
[Increase the toll rates]: I’m against it. You’ve already saved money by doing away with human toll collectors. Sensors don’t work half the time. What exactly are we paying for?
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Possibly? But not as a sop to drivers when you raise toll prices. Try the incentive program first.

[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: Absolutely ridiculous. The side roads are insanely clogged due to people fleeing from the toll roads. Many people have no other option but to use the toll road and can face commutes of up
to $100 per week. Financial times are tough right now for commuters, so people will ditch the toll road all together. I’m taking it less and less now. If prices go up you’ll have FEWER drivers versus keeping them the
same (or dare I say lowering them) to encourage usage. This plan was thought up by a child running a lemonade stand and is absent of any understanding of economics or consumer behavior.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: By raising prices there will be fewer drivers on the toll road, so I guess that will have a positive environmental impact.
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: They’ll just avoid the road all together, so incentives won’t be an issue. When there is no traffic during off peak hours on the side roads why on earth would someone pay
for an overpriced toll road
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Administrative fees shouldn't come from us as drivers
[Increase the toll rates]: Don't agree with increase in toll rates
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: No, carpooling is not an option for me as no one I know lives/works near me. Traveling during off‐peak hours is not an option for most that have to be at work by 9, that's
just when they have to travel.
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: Raising the toll rate guarantees I will be finding alternative routes to my destination. It’s an embarrassment to your organization to be raising toll rates to pay for
the failed silver line extension.
[Increase the toll rates]: Raising the toll rate guarantees I will be finding alternative routes to my destination. It’s an embarrassment to your organization to be raising toll rates to pay for the failed silver line
extension.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: BLANK
[Collection of administrative fees for pay‐by‐plate]: BLANK
[Increase the toll rates]: The tolls on the Dulles Toll Road are already exorbitantly high! If anything, toll rates should be LOWERED, not increased! This will be horrible for residents of northern Virginia who rely on
the toll road to travel, and will become just one more thing that makes the cost of living in this area so difficult.
[Potential environmental initiatives]: BLANK
[Incentives to carpool or travel off‐peak]: Offering credits would be effective only if "peak" hours are not too broad. For example, if "peak" hours in the morning are 6am‐11am, this will not be helpful at all.
However, if "peak" hours are defined more narrowly, perhaps as 8am‐10am, it will be possible to take advantage of off‐peak pricing and depending on the amount of the toll incentive, worth it.
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